
Failed Architecture Breezeblock w/ Christin+kuwa jasiri
16 minute recording – land reparations in architecture 

• introduction 00:00:00-00:01:58

Christin: “Welcome to Failed Architecture Breezeblocks, where our editors share their thoughts on 
works in progress, urgent matters and current happenings in architecture and spatial politics”. I am 
Christin, current editor at failed architecture, on the territory of the massachusett. I am here today with 
kuwa jasiri Indomela, co founder of authentic creations publishing apothecary

kuwa jasiri: hey Christin, I am so excited we are on this same place, sharing space with you. My first 
name is kuwa jasiri and my pronouns are the one and this one. I am recording from Shoshoni 
Indigneous Lands. I am a Seed Steward, I do Publishing in addition to literally creating space for 
people marginalized people, advocacy for us, pushing to free up space, as well as noticing and taking 
up available space. I am also the Editor of Fierce Together, a truth magazine. In collaboration with what
we are doing today I want to invite participants to be apart of our edition 2 - theme reparations. We are 
currently excepting contributions of art, plays, articles (<1,000 words), poetry and the like til Autumnal
Equinox, September 22.

grounding/prayer - take a breathe, as we arrive in this moment together with an intention to 
reconnect with Seeds and Land and Self and Purpose and Each other. 

• Topic introduction 00:01:59-00:06:22

Christin: on that tone, kuwa jasiri mentioned the theme reparations and that is really what we will be 
talking about and unpacking. Of course this is a very very expansive topic. This is a short conversation 
about it. It is really important to start brainstorming about what land reparations means and how can 
designers really contribute to providing land reparations.

this topic itself has been foreign to lots of design spaces. which is a bit ironic especially since in the 
landscape design field, for example, it deals with land. We can not talk about landscape architecture or 
designing space without talking about land and how at least in what is now called the United States, is 
on stolen land. How do we repair and go forward as designers, not only acknowledge but to repair, and 
move forward with a vision of the future. where we can share land collectively and think about how 
this all contributes to our collective wellbeing, including plants, including all the animals, living 
together. 

kuwa jasiri: Yeah! I love that. Too, you are saying reparations, then you are saying stolen land and i 
also want to take a moment to understand the complexity of land access. And you are saying 
reparations so that is a repairing, remedy a reckoning for Descendants of African slaves and 
transatlantic slave trade. the Afrikan diaspora includes Ancestry from Africa, Latinx, Indigenous of 
Turtle Island and Caribbean identities. Their ask is to return the wealth built by chattel slavery. initially 
40 acres and mule, shaped for a while as cash payments similar to what happened with COVID-19. You
get some money if you are disproportionately affected by the moment. 

land rebalances equity. So the ask of reparations is also to end systemic racism. After slavery it did not 
just end, and go back to anything. abolish prisons, prison labour, tip based wages, policing, cultural 
repression of all kinds, extreme resource extraction and limiting laws. how this affects People of 
Heritage (Of Colour) of all nationalities. The Indigenous of Turtle Island are asking for rematriation - a 



return of original lands and environmental stewardship of their lands because they have a totally 
different way of interacting than colonialism. they have broken treaties. 

This is all happening right now to people of heritage. African, Chinese and Mexican descendants 
experience sundown laws, and denial of ownership laws for the land that we need, especially if you are 
thinking Ancestral, to survive and be doing our Indigenous practices. Basic needs. where you get your 
food. Where you get your fiber for textiles and all the things that bring you joy. land based 
discrimination is an old practice. if think about slavery. we were taking from our land. the separation 
from land as a way to control. thinking more currently, gentrification, denial of home loans, limitations.
Even when you are in a rental, the decision to plant directly in the Earth or interact with your landscape
there, is someone elses. Someone else have authority in that space. 

• Discussion: 00:06:22-00:15:44

Christin:I think environmental stewardship and land and access are all issues of designers. coming 
from a landscape architecture background, these are all landscape architecture concerns. Access to 
affordable housing or dealing with climate change which coincides with land access. Disappearance of 
that land due to climate change. I appreciate you mentioning because representation in the field of 
architecture impacts if this issues are addressed or how in a critical way. I was at an UNconference. 
which was great, because as a participant I got to create my own panel. Because that is what you do at 
an UNconference. It was a conversation around land reparations and how landscape designers can 
contribute. There was a lot of silence because there were no Indigenous folks there, barely any black 
participants. Lots of people interested in listening which is very hopeful. It was so indicative. Someone 
who joined the conversation pointed this out. So clear missing voices. It is not their responsibility to 
educate anyone. 

song intermission segment from 00:08:00-00:08: 33
• Anthem for Descendants of Afrikan Slaves: Lift Every Voice and Sing sung by kuwa jasiri 

Indomela

• https://soundcloud.com/findeachother/lift-every-voice?in=findeachother/sets/secure-big-pockets  

Christin: what are the practices and what is necessary for land reparations to become realized fully? 
A unanimous vote for reparations happened in so called Asheville, North Carolina. 

kuwa jasiri: Within the last Moon cycle it was agreed upon. Not sure if it sprang out from the recent 
George Floyd push back. Reading it the policy is vague. But some of what you said affordable housing,
better conditions, economic wealth. Really nice words, no action plan. This is how I feel in the wake of
Breonna Taylor and so many others, is that there are so many solidarity statements that lack action and 
follow through and accountability. We need more of what you can do? The legislation did say they will 
for a committee of community members. It does have a community component which is usually better. 
Does that affordable housing have a place to garden and really reconnect. Or multi-floor building with 
little windows without anyway to grow food indoors. It is moving forward! It is the first municipality 
to approve reparations so it give a model for other colonized cities. People are doing the work and we 
need to be getting that information out there. Have those hard conversations. Moments where you are 
engaging with the community that you want to support. 

https://soundcloud.com/findeachother/lift-every-voice?in=findeachother/sets/secure-big-pockets


Christin: it is crucial to have voices of Black, Indigenous and People of colour community members as
well as designers. They are out there. 

kuwa jasiri: you are one. Represent! *laughs*

Christin: yes I am. True. True. I am working with a collective Design As Protest a group led by  Black,
Indigenous and People of Colour. Insuring we have an anti-racist future that includes addressing land 
access and land reparations. There are so many reasons to get involved. Especially when urban 
planning, landscape and architecture buildings are built on land. 

kuwa jasiri: Designers have a lot of clout to home owners. If designers suggest upping land in trust, 
and community spaces. Home owners are looking to designers for what is next, what is in. That is part 
of a designers job what to suggest to people. What do people need? To take risks, get vulnerable, be 
uncomfortable. While learning to have fun in that space. I think that is missing the joy and the fun of 
this work.  

Christin: there is a fear of bringing up ideas, a fear of being wrong. It is about being vulnerable and 
open to these ideas and thoughts. People are understanding. Trust. 

kuwa jasiri: if they are not, have a hard moment. Move on. We have had 500 years of hard moments, 
so you will be fine. How can people obtain equity and equality themselves without food sovereignty 
and connections to our legacies. Of Ancestral Seed stewarding. Of the tenacity of our people braiding 
Seeds into their hair before boarding boats bound for slave trade. Into their clothing. I know the 
Chinese immigrants did this. The spirituality, the sovereignty of practicing your ways, land based 
ceremonies, prayer. A style of being that is interconnected with the land. We are the land. There is a lot 
about climate change and being able to regulate the environment with a plot of land and what we 
choose to do with it. 
 
Christin: thank you, great chat about what is happening. For more about kuwa jasiri and this ones 
work ArtisticApothecary.wordpress.com. Please support them with the links below. Thanks for joining 
us!

song for ending segment
• Anthem for Descendants of Afrikan Slaves: Lift Every Voice and Sing sung by kuwa jasiri 

Indomela

• https://soundcloud.com/findeachother/lift-every-voice?in=findeachother/sets/secure-big-pockets  

practices (what is necessary or adequate)
• solidarity statements need action items and outlined follow through to completion 

• collabortion with Afrikan descendant communities 

• owning of land is a gateway to have land for food, build structures, can borrow $ against that 
land, 

• know your privilege (skin color, economics, education) in relation to those around you, 
coworkers, friends, social network

https://soundcloud.com/findeachother/lift-every-voice?in=findeachother/sets/secure-big-pockets


• sharing resources as a practice instead of diversity workshops

• land trust community spaces for marginalized identities 

links, cash apps
• Authentic Creations Publishing Apothecary: ArtisticApothecary.wordpress.com

• Paypal: https://www.paypal.me/ArtisticApothecary

• Family Venmo: https://venmo.com/Ricchi-Machado

• Fierce Together - A truth magazine contributions: BeBraveGather@riseup.net

https://venmo.com/Ricchi-Machado
https://www.paypal.me/ArtisticApothecary

